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QUESTION 1

Examine the Exhibit. 
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Given two sets of parallel execution processes, SS1 and SS2, which is true? 

A. Each process SS1 reads some of the rows from the CUSTOMERS table and sends all the rows it reads to each
process in SS2. 

B. Each process in SS1 reads all the rows from the CUSTOMERS table and distributes the rows evenly among the
processes in SS2. 

C. Each process in SS1 reads some of the rows from the SALES table and sends all the rows it reads to each process
in SS2. 

D. Each process in SS1 reads all the rows from the SALES table and distributes the rows evenly among the processes
in SS2. 

E. Each process in SS1 reads some of the rows from the SALES table and distributes the rows evenly among the
processes in SS2. 

F. Each process in the SS1 reads some of the rows from the CUSTOMERS table and distributes the rows evenly
among the processes in SS2. 

Correct Answer: D 

Note: 

*

 The execution starts with line 16 (accessing the SALES table), followed by line 15. 

*

 PX BLOCKITERATOR The PX BLOCK ITERATOR row source represents the splitting up of the table EMP2 into pieces
so as to divide the scan workload between the parallel scan slaves. The PX SEND and PX RECEIVE row sources
represent the pipe that connects the two slave sets as rows flow up from the parallel scan, get repartitioned through the
HASHtable queue, and then read by and aggregated on the top slave set. 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the parallelism parameters for your instance: 
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What are true about the execution of the query? 

A. It will execute in parallel only if the LINEITEM table has a dictionary DOP defined. 

B. DOP for the statement is determined by the dictionary DOP of the accessed objects. 

C. It is generated to execute in parallel. 

D. It will execute in parallel only if the estimated execution time is 10 or more seconds. 

E. DOP for the statement is calculated automatically. 

F. It may execute serially. 

Correct Answer: EF 

E: 

F (not C): It may execute serially. See note below. 

Incorrect: 

A, B: Dictionary DOP not used with PARALLEL (AUTO) hint. 

D: The default value of parallel_min_time_threshold is 30 (not 10) seconds. 

Note: 

* parallel_min_percent PARALLEL_MIN_PERCENT operates in conjunction with PARALLEL_MAX_SERVERS and
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PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS. It lets you specify the minimum percentage of parallel execution processes (of the value
of PARALLEL_MAX_SERVERS) required for parallel execution. Setting this parameter ensures that parallel operations
will not execute sequentially unless adequate resources are available. The default value of 0 means that no minimum
percentage of processes has been set. 

Consider the following settings: 

PARALLEL_MIN_PERCENT = 50 PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS = 5 PARALLEL_MAX_SERVERS = 10 

If 8 of the 10 parallel execution processes are busy, only 2 processes are available. If you then request a query with a
degree of parallelism of 8, the minimum 50% will not be met. 

 

QUESTION 3

When would bind peeking be done for queries that vary only in values used in the WHERE clause? 

A. When the column used in the WHERE clause has evenly distributed data and histogram exists on that column. 

B. When the column used in the WHERE clause has evenly distributed data and index exists on that column. 

C. When the column used in the WHERE clause has non uniform distribution of data, uses a bind variable, and no
histogram exists for the column. 

D. When the column used in the WHERE clause has non uniform distribution of data and histogram exists for the
column. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine the Exhibit and view the query and its execution plan. 
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Which statement is correct about the parallel executions plan? 

A. The CUSTOMERS and SALES tables are scanned simultaneously in parallel and then joined in parallel. 

B. First, the CUSTOMERS table is scanned in parallel, then the SALES table is scanned in parallel, and then they are
joined serially. 

C. First, the SALES table is scanned in parallel, then the CUSTOMERS table us scanned in parallel, and then they are
joined in parallel. 

D. The CUSTOMERS and SALES tables are scanned simultaneously in parallel and then joined serially. 

E. First, the CUSTOMERS table is scanned in parallel, then the SALES table us scanned in parallel, and then they are
joined in parallel. 

Correct Answer: A 

As per exhibit: 

Line 7 and line 11 are run in parallel. 

Line 8 and line 12 are run in parallel. 

Line 9 and line 13 are run in parallel. 

Line 10 and line 14 are run in parallel. 

Line 6 is a PCWP (parallel combined with parent) and the parent is a P-> P (Parallel to parallel) operation. 

 

QUESTION 5
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You plan to bulk load data using INSERT /*+PARALLEL*/ INTO . . . . SELECT FROM statements. 

Which four types of operations can execute in parallel on tables that have no bitmapped indexes or materialized views
defined on term? 

A. Direct path insert of a million rows into a partitioned, index-organized table containing one million rows. 

B. Direct path insert of a million rows into a partitioned, index-organized table containing 10 million rows. 

C. Direct path insert of a million rows into a nonpartitioned, index-organized table containing one million rows. 

D. Direct path insert of a million rows into a nonpartitioned, heap-organized table containing 10 million rows. 

E. Direct path insert of a million rows into a nonpartitioned, heap-organized table containing one million rows. 

Correct Answer: ABDE 

Direct-path INSERT is not supported for an index-organized table (IOT) if it is not partitioned, if it has a mapping table,
or if it is reference by a materialized view. 
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